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Theta Chi’s Name
1956 Dream Girl
Barbara Clement, sophomore
from Redondo Beach. was named
Theta Chi’s choice for ’Dream Girl
of 1956 at the fraternity’s seventh
annual Dream Girl Dance at St.
Francis Yacht Club in San Flancisco Saturday night.
Miss Clement was crowned by
Hank Ramp. past president. A.19

year old, 57’. coed, she la a member ot Delta Gamma sorority and
was graduated from Mira Costa
High School in Redondo Beach in
1954
Pat Lavery, Kappa Alpha Theta.
and Blanche Frazen, Kappa Kappa Gamma, were named Dream
Girl attendants.
Sue Merrill, Alpha Chi Omega,
last year’s Dream Girl, was at)

Anna Beal, Pi KA

honosed guest.

Queen, Crowned

pa

tart
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In Music Building
,
acre tools first used by
mii:i - What were they?How
, did basic tools create civilize, tion?
: The.se questions and many others vill be answered today and
’ tomorrow at the exhibit. "Civilization Through Tools." being held
in the auditorium of the Music

l’i Kappa Alpha’s selected Anna
Beal to reign aye; PiKA activities
during 1956 when they named her
Dream Girl at their annual Fireman’s Ball at Hotel Leamington
in Oakland Saturday night.

Mark
Niemela,
president,
crowned the queen at midnight.
Connie Percy and Jiiii Pierson
were chosen attendants and were
crowned by Bob’Murphy and Bob
Hickether.

The Dream Girl and her attendants were selected from 10
finalists Other finalists were
Stanna Holstead, Kappa Alpha
Theta; Jerre Byrne, Chi Omega;
Peggy Fowler, independent; Joan
Pickering. Sigma Kappa; ’Ruth
’Hintz, Kappa Kappa Gamma;
Helen Mevious, Alpha Phi and
. BARBARA CLEMENT
Ginny Webster, Alpha Chi Omega.
. . . Dream Girl
Russ Jones and his six piece
band played for the dance.
and Dr. and Mrs. Lowell Walter
were chaperons for the affair.
Guests included Dean Robert
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. James Jacobs, and Dr. and Mrs. Bruce
Oglivie.
I
Other Dream Girl contestants
yeere Christie Sorensen, Alpha
Phi; Sandra Ward, Alpha Chi
Omega; alyrt Hertrick, Chi Ome- ,
ga; and Mary Griffin, independent.
’
Jackie Gump, Delta Zeta; Chris !
Thies, Sigma Kappa: Barbara
Cunningham, independent, and
Carolyn Kirby, Alpha Omicron
Pi.

The exhibit and accompanying
lecture will begin at 2 p in. and
8 p.m. on both days.
C. G. Schell. managing didation.
rector of the Wilkie F
whieh is responsible for creating the exhibit. will lecture on
the various tools man has used
during one million years of human development.
Schelly is largely responsible
for the research and assernblying
effort veltich brought about the
exhibit.
The exhibit is being sponsored
by the Simla Clara Valley Engineers’ Week Committee. and
admission is free.
This is the first appearance of
the exhibit in the western half
of the United States. Last year it
covered only the eastern

All that the Seirth 1)011 t ,,ntcst lo inal trophy !weds is the, name,
of the doll for l956," according
onitcst chairman Jim Carter. "The

, trophy is ready and waiting foi the right girl."
1.4.6. pose, and personahtv will carry the trophy oft for the win,
7 IIT1
t!II WCƒine,d.ƒ
11’,‘!t A I0,inch trophy foe the vanner’s
sponsoring organization will be

The authenticity of the exhibit-tour is credited to such
world-fatuous museums au, The

,
--- i Asst.
Churl of laalsolt in the Air Force

ROTC program, conveyed appreciation to Executive Dean C
Graet Burton, for the support
which San Jose State’s administraticm has given this program,
following the liaison group’s semiannual visitation proaram, Thursday.
Seata, in his tour of the local
,detachment, conducted a briefing session with the cadet group
staff. inspected AFROTC classes
and observed their drill

r

INSPECTING CADETS is Lt, Owen H. Seats, (second front left)
Asst. Chief of Liaison for the AFROTC program, as a part of the
semi-annual visitation session held at San Jose State Thuradat.
taith Seats are (left to right) Cadet Lt. Col. Renal& D. Salvador,
Cadet Corps Commander, and Cadets Robert L. Huebner, Richard
A. A !bet, and Conway H. Das ie.
--photo by Stelnreich

His visit was part of a tour
which includes inspection of 180

schools Scat, is attached to Group
J Headquarters, Ma \ V.111 Air
Force Base, Ala

CSTA Membership

Centennial Song Contest Rules Listed;
Should Describe San Jose State Life

American Museum of Natural
History in New York City, The
All entries must La. written on
National Museum of Egypt in some aspect of San Jose State
Cairo, The Los Angeles County . College life, and will be judged
Museum of Natural History, The . on the basis of quality, originality
Metropolatan Museum of Art in and &able%..to the theme Entries
fie
laYki
umor magazine’, !New York City plUS fenny ethers. ’ are due April 30- ffi SD112, the
office of Ted Balgooyen, assistrecently has decided to accept
ANNA BEAL
ant professor of speech.
lcontributions from the general
... Pi KA choice
Contestants may
submit
as
!student body, Betty Lou PeterISpring Spartacamp many songs as they wish. but all
Chaperons for the affair were son, editor-in-claief, announced
subMr. and Mrs. Gus Lease, and Dr
Jokes, anecdotes, cartoons. fe.;
I songs must be numbered and
lure stories and suggestions ma Lists 170 Sign-Ups
! mitted one at a time Entries are
Boris Gregory.
to be writen in ink on manuGuests were Mr and Mrs. R be submited in a contribution b.,
script paper and include lyrics as
H. Moreland and the fire chiefs located in the Journalism Ric.
According To Dale
well as music However the song
from San Jose and the surround- Room JI. Contributions will
accepted for. approval this weia.
I May be written in any musical
ing communities.
to 170 students and ad- , form. such as march, ballad, waltz,
Mies Peterson stated that tat
s ses- tango.
change was undertaken, "lei visors %%till attend this year
Spartacarnp
March 3 and
those who, in the past, have made sion of
The contest judges will be
snide remarks about the maga- 4, at Asilomar, according to Dale nouneed at a later date by
McPherson,
assistant
camp
dizine. Now is the time for them to
Revelries Board The judge: dashow us if they can du any set- rector.
cision will be final, and suann
purpose
Spartacamp
is
The
of
ter.’
sion of entries indicates conte- :to
discuss
leadership
in
college
Several more SJS faculty memAll contributions will be judgant’s acceptance of the rules, Moilin
the
qualand
to
train
students
bers may hear Dr. Ernest Cad- ed by a selection committee for
tilla stated.
ities of leadership.
man Colwell. former president of publication.
The winning entry will be ,mMcPherson announced the topthe University of Chicago, speak
ics to be discussed in the seminars nounced during the 1956 Revelon "Exploring the Christian Dyas follow::: (1) "Problems of ries, "On the Nose " All but the
namic in the Life of the Campus
and Through College Teaching"
"Let’s see you all there!" is the Leadershlp and Group Activity";
at COP Saturday at 10:30 a
spirit behind tonight’s Hillel meet- (2) "Planning and Delegation";
according to the Rev Jim Martin ing at the Student Y, 9th and San (3) "Committee Organizing and
A luncheon. panel discussion, i Antonio Sts, at 8 o’clock, accord- Functioning"; (4) "Simple Bookkeeping Techniques"; (5) "Why
and question period will follow in ing to its publicity chairman
the afternoon. For luncheon re’It is the first general inecting We Communicate"; (6) "Parliaservationa, transportation, and of the semester for the Purpose of mentary Procedure"; and (7)
of
Spartacamp,"
turther information, consult the introducing new students. There ai:valuation
Four new petitions for ...student
Hc. Itlartio at the Student "Y", will be games, dancing, and re- which is an asaembly discussion
evaluating each seminar and body offices were filed Friday
CY5-a-a’;
freshments.
’ prior to the 3 o’clock extended
Spartacamp as a whole.
McPherson said more informa- deadline announced by Bob BeckTHIS WEEK’S
tion will be forthcoming as Pre- !er, chief justice of the Student
Court.
parations get ironed out.
The new additions were filed for
the offices of Freshman repro’, sentative, and secretary and male
aria female Junior justice of the
Monday, Feb. 20
Co-Ree recreation, Women’s Gym
’Student Court.
Pre-Med Club meeting, Student 7:30-10 p.m
Even with the extended deadUnion. 7 p.m.
Gymnastics. San Jose at StanSan Jose State’s Amateur Ra- line, voters in lac approaching
Santa Clara Valley Engineering ford, 7:30 P.m.
dio Club has message forms for elections will still find candidates
Committee, American Society of
Alpha (’hl Epsilon meet ing. . its free radiogram service Malt- running* unopposed for the ofTool Engineers, lecture and exhi- Room 53, 7:30-9:30 p.m.
ed in the Engineering office. the ficio of Freshman vire-president.
bit. Concert Hall of Music Bldg..
Pi Kappa Alpha exchange din- Spartan Shop and Student Union.
Sophomore president, treasurer,
afternoon and evening.
ner, 343 K Reed St. 5:30 8 p.m. ,
president of the secretary and representative, JunIrvin
Engineering Society open house. Thursday, Feb. 23
. J Beebe,
dub, announced Friday
ior president, treasurer, secretary
F:ngincering Bldg., 7-10 p.m.
Music Department recital, Mu. I radio
Students and faculty members , and representative.
Tuesday, Feb. 21
sic Bldg ,
p.m.
are invited to use this service, acBasketball, San Jose State at
Petitions also were received for
Wrestling. San Jose vs. San
Fresno State 8 p.m. San Joey Fresh- Francisco Slate, Men’s Gym, 7.3(1 cording to Beebe.
. Senior court justice and Home"The
procedure
for
using
the
men at Menlo J.C. 8 p.m.
p.m.
’ coming Committee chairman, both
Santa Clara Valley Engineering
Tri Sigma, Men’s Faculty Club. forms is Just like any other wire. Appointive pƒWtS 0pened for opFill out the addressee information. ’ plications at laal ..reek’s Stud,
Comnattee. American Society of 7 p.m.
Tool Engineers. lecture and exhi
California Stale Teachers Asso- the message, and the sender’s Council memina. Deadline
bit, Concert Hall of NIUMC Bldg . ciation dinner, Student Union. 7 name. Its as simple as that," these offices, as well as ma...
afternoon and evening.
10 p at
Beebe said.
I iiii commitee chairman aud
Alpha l’hi Omega rush function.
Beebe also asked that the send- members-at-large, ,..111 cloae W,
Friday, Feb. 11.
er
be
sure
to
include
his
address
Student Union, 8 p.m.
Basketball, San Jose at San
nesday at noon ’
and telephone number. in the
Sophomore class, Soph Doll Con Francisco Stale, 8 p.m
test, 7:30-10 p.m.
Natural Science Faculty Pot- event the message is not sent.
Wrestling. San Jose vs. Olv in, luck Dinner, Women’s Gynt. 6-8:30
All messages are to be left in
pie Club, alen’s Gym, 8 p.m
p.m.
the box where the forms were obStudent
Affairs
Committee
Boxing, San Jose vs. Nevada. tamed.
Copies of I a Torre. rollere
bridge tournament. Alpha Phi Men’s Gym.
earboak, will en on sale In the
house, 730-10 p.m.
Deseret Club variety show, 10th
Outer Quad todaƒ and %Verlag...Engineering Society Nam house, and San Fernando, evening.
Engineering Bldg . 7-10 p.m.
Saturday. Feb. 25,
The reason for the safari heltlf: day of this neck .ind the meeks
Hui 0 Kamaaina meeting, She
Children’s Theater Production, such a popular mode of travel folios inc.
Ilint Union. 7-9 p.m.
Price of the hulk is al. Ilan’
Speech Bldg., In a.m. to 2 p.m.
throughout the African pingle is
11a-tinplates-. Farb 22
Inter-Fraternity Council winter that swarms of insects wit)! attack the price nala he paid now and
Faculty Women’s Tea, College , formal, Surf Club, San Francisco. pack animals, and either Pester the remaining S1 paid w nen
Tea Room, afternoon.,
19 p.m. to 1 a m.
them or dig into their bodies slow- the book is picked up.
Eta Epsilon "Parents Night" in
Gymnastics, San Jose vs. Cali- ly sticking their blood, bringing
t’ol1e-ge-1:0444wia,
--foessia.teitar 44yin,
either injury or death.

lyke Adds Material
From Student Body

Reverend Martin Says
More Faculty Members
May Hear COP Speech

’ Hillel To Meet

A

Grows to All Time
High with 439

ui ruies and re6u:a;:ons

California
Student
Teachers
fcr the Centennial Song Contest, Association membership fight-es
under the direction of the Revel- have reached an all time high of
ries Board, has been announced 439 members. This makes it one
recently, according to Bob Mon- of the largest organizations on
tilla, chairmin cit trwcoii-t6t. campua rind one of thc largest
winning entry will be returned CSTA eh:nacre in the state, Scott
to the owners. The winning en- Mize, president, announced
try will become the property of
Then’ is an increase of 80 memSan Jose State College Asauciated . bees this semester. Last semester’s
Students.
membership totaled 359.
Montilla also ,..aid that the rules
During a meeting Friday nominclude the right for the Revel- inations of officers were disclosed
ries Board to alter the rules or Bill Blum was nominated for prediscontinue the contest at its ails- sident; Wally Ester and Norman
Menzie vice-president tin charge
of membenship); Joan Tibbetts
and Joanne Clark, vice-president
(in charge of programs); Mary
Vincenzini and Lee Ann HickLagmeerina Department is man, secretary; Claire Strauss,
holdir.g open house in the Lntreasurer’, and Leroy Minehm,
gincerina Building tnnight and .Lean Brass and Shirley Hayden
tomorrow night from 7 p in
for members at large
until 10 p.m. A number of deFinal election will take place
monstrations it ill he held in during a dinner tentatively schethe labs.
duled for Tuesday, Feb. 28. In the
Student Union

Open House

Four Petitions
Filed Friday
Before Deadline

Date Book

school elections

Dr Coombe reported that the
carrent temporary officers have
filed petitions for the elections
MEET IN A MESIC,AL MOOD
Records of several Wilda under consideration for the Junior
Prom will be heard at the Junior
Class meeting today at 3:30 p.m
in Room 24.
Other final preparations for the
Prom also v.111 be discussed. Suggestions were made at last week’s
meeting for various money-raising’ projects:
o
suggestions were a "penny" carnival, dances following Friday and
Saturday night sporting events,
and various other sale functiona.
"I urge every junior who can,
to come to the meeting," said Joe
,
president Bands under
i consideration for the Pram are
Barnett, Johnnie Long,
I Charlie
,
:Jew
and Prank DuVol

,
;
’
I

Message Service
Offered by Club

FINAL SENIOR BALL PLANS
A intaling of the Senior Claz.s
is scheduled today at 330 p
in SD 126
The seniors will discuss final
preparations for the Senior Ball
May 26. Johnnie Long was previotisly chosen aa the orchestra
play for the occasion.

Tryouts for Play
’Man of Ashes’
To Begin Tonight

Yearbooks on Sale

ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ-ƒ-ƒƒƒƒ-ƒƒƒ-......11ƒ111

awarded provided the "doll" is
mg clear standing, is not pinned,
etWaged, or married
Judges for the con1est have
been arranged for, they include
Mrs. Stanley C Benz, wife 01
Dean Benz; Miss Mary E.Ihrn
Bowe of the San Jose Beauty College; Frank Freeman of the Mercury -News; and Mrs. John T.
Wahlquist, wife of the college
president
The contest will be held Wednesday night at the Alpha Phi
serarity house at 7 p iii
-THEME TO BE SELECTED
The Freshman Class will meet
today at 330 pen. in the Education Lecture Hall, Room 55, to
select a theme for the coining
Frosh-Soph mixer, to sign aitudents seeking chairinan posts on
the dance committees, and to
elect a dance chairman.
Dr Eleanor Coombe, class adviser. stated that there will also
he an Executive Council meeting at 230 p m. to makegeneral
plans for the dance.
They will also discuss over-all
claes activities for the Spring semester, discuss the possibilities of
a class bulletin board near the
Coop, and select a class motto.
Dr Coombe also stated the
Women’s Gym will be the site of
the dance, March 16 from 7 to
II o’clock in the evening.
The Freshman dabs now is operating with temporary officers
tidi wUl maintain-tealr peals unill the March 8 and 9 general

Lt. Col, Owen Seatz
Inspects College
AFROTC Group

half.

’The exhibit is not a technical and therefore baring show
for the layman. On the contrary.
it should be one of treat interest. and educatiooal for everyone," aecording to Carl F. Kaiser, associate professor of engineering, in charge of the twoday program.

81

Soph Doll Trophy
’Ready, Waiting’

Tools of Progress
Dick Crest and his band played
fos the dance.
Being Exhibited
Dean end Ms. Stanley Benz

At Fireman’s Ball

No

Monday, February 20, 1956

’t I. VI ALBUM’. rf

In,

to he lost in the iars,

the stars

Air part of trte del orations for Whit...enlist flame. to he held in

the ( is ic Auditorium 3114rc11 2. A decoration commitee meets this
afternoon in the dugout below the Health Office at 2:30 o’clock.
Phour by Downs

-a

-ƒ A _a

-...

at
Drama Department’s I,
of Andre Obey’a "Man ot
will be conducted tonight at
o’clock and tomorrow at 3 4. ui
m. in SD 116, according to Dr
James Clancy, professor of drama.
The play. which will be
, lean major student producti,
the semester. %cal open in to
College Theater May LI and will
run May 28. 31 and June I and 2
There are 14 owns’ parts, 12
womens’ parts and one girl’s PailAll students are invited h.) tryout Sedges sia available for
study in the Reserve Book Room.
Any student who would like to
tryout but is unable to attend
’ the audition!, may contact Dr.
Miley in SO In6 ta
lai in an:entente. ’
Matt of Ashes’. is a French
play and v:iis translated by Dr
Carley, 1011
Aireetinv, the

--pritittettee,

2
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Newsspaper Peoples Committ
Some Slight Mistooks Alsso!

20, 1956

What Do You Suggest?
There must be a reason for the lack of student spirit,
not only in relation tcl student government, but insofar as
all activities on the SJS campus are concerned. This wcts
the conclusion reached by Student Cotencil at its last meet
mg. The next obvious question is, "Just what steps can
be taken in order to improve this situation?
;
Since the beginning of this problem,cleas have been
issued 10 the students requesting spirit cit games, better
attendance at school activities, more interest in student
government, etc., but despite these pleas, no notable im
provement has been made, and the problem still exists.
True, its getting to be an old subject, and you’re probably
tired of hearing about it, but something has to be done,
and the Student Council is open for any suggestions.
A few suggestions have been mode by the council,
ond a committee has been appointed to try to find the
reason for this general lack of spirit. One suggestion was
that the council hold an open meeting, specifically designed for the sturents to become acquainted with the
activities and procedures of a regular council meeting.
This plan also would enable students to know their student
officers. The question is, "Would you, the students, be
interested in and attend such a meeting?It also was suggested that units be given to student
body officers. The Council felt that maybe this lack of
interest was because of heavy schedules students must
carry, and that if credit were given, students could afford
to take an interest in their government.
The council also considered the fact that many stu
dents put in so many hours of work that they do not have
any extra time to contribute to student activities.
With these suggestions in mind, the committee has
taken action to find out the real reasons behind the lack
of school spirit. No definite action can be taken unless the
commitee knows what you, the students, have to say ,
about the ideas, or what other suggestions you may have.
The council has started the ball rolling, but you can
give it an extra push by informing the council of your
suggestions and ideas for ’this problem. You definitely
are involved and, therefore, should know the answers.

terprise said: "Mrs. Fahlman has check and double check, trying to
rummaging through some entirely recovered from her brok- keep all errors to a minimuin. But,
en collarbone, but her knee is still like all newspapers. we of the
old copies of 2 newspaper recentls’.
in the hands of the doctors.’
I came across this announeement:
SPARTAN DAYLY are not infal"The captain wishes to notify all
Or how about this bit of misprint
interested persons that vacation in the Jacksonville News and lible. So, if you detect an error
Bible School will begin in the first Views that described Senator DOU- now and then, kindly beer with us.
week in July."
After all, the guys and gals of the
glas of Iliinois as
-battle-scared
It should have read: "The C-h-a- Marine of World War II."
si’ARTAN DAILLY staff are
p-1 a-i-n
ishes to notify all .. etc."
fesh-and blood
poeple
It happens to all of Us. We try
ordinary
It was a minor mistake. Despite
diligently to asoid errors, reaeveryone else
like
all themaim taken in copy reading
lizing that they sometimes might
and proofreading, all newspapers cause serious inconveniences to
little
find
discrepancies sneaking in those concerned
not to men.
occasionally As evidence, here are
lion the fact they hurt us.
a few miscues picked from various
papers with practically no trouble A good example is the story of
a man with a sewing machine for
at all

Ey DON SHEETS

While
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An ad run in the Los Angeles
Mirror

MOST
INION
the

PENETRATING
OF

THE

University

kota’s

of

’Dakota

"Larry

OPfrom

North

Da-

Student":

Lubenow, sophomore.

journalism: ’No,
Ike will

WEEK.

run

I

again

don’t

think

because

he

has a good salary’."
MOST

INTRIGUING

ART-

IST OF THE WEEK. from
Winne

College’s

Pep-

"Graphic":

"Artist of the Week is Judy
Richtmeyer, a freshman from
Longview High School in Texas
Judy is an art major with an education minor and is on a full
tuition scholarship from high
school scholar-hip competition.
Judy is on display in the main
hall of the Administration Building Artist of the Week is sponsored by Alpha Rho Tau"
AFROTC

WOMEN

San Francisco State College is
falling even better off basketARCADE

SHOE REPAIR

AND SHINE SHOP

leave your hos with
John and Andy for
Cloonlno and Repotting
12 West Son Anion.

An

on dates
CY 4-7324

San Jose State College
.413Piƒ

TI1E HAND and the grisly array of lopped off heads
picture could be of sour own grandparents. Actualls the
the heads are versed from apples which hase been dried in the sun.
The figures are on display Iwo in the liolne Et mimics
Building.
TAKE .AN’AY

Photo

Floral

Artist

Third and Soma Cloo

Cr ri 4934

of

it

picture

had

polluting food

Mom rim

to be

effective

malt -box sad

HOT CROSS BUNS
Full of Fruit
A

.

.

.

Light and Fluffy

Real Treat for a

You’ll like ’em! . . .

CHATTERTON BAKERY
271 So 2nd 51.Neat to Poylec%

iiered

. , ... -

-

- -

RITA SABOL

Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder-of school yeor basis. In fall
semester, $3. In Spring semestor,
$1 SO.
Press of the Sonta Clara Journal
1440 Franklin St , Santa Clara, Calif.
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his ad came

MONDAY:

FOR

out

as

SALE:

fol-

R.

D.

sewing machine for sale. Phone 958. Call after 7 p.m. and ask for Mrs Kelley
ho lives with him cheap
TUESDAY:
errrored
terday.

regret

SAI.E:

having

Smith’s ad

D

It should have

FOR
one

We

in R.

R.

D.

Singer sewing

yes-

Smith

for

ask

him after

7

who

Ines

PARKING

oith

Lott. for Clcv.."
polls It For You

p.m,

WEDNESDAY:
has informed

us

Mr. R.

D.

he has

Smith

received

or owl

error we made in his classified ad
yesterday. We sincerely regret our

TC P

mistake. His ad stands corrected:

SALE:

has one
Singer sewing machine for sale.
Cheap Phone 958 after 7 p In and
ask for Mrs. Kelley who loves with
hint.
Smith

chine

Silva’s Shell

R. D.-Smith

THURSDAY:

D.

have

for

sale.

Don’t. call

9511,

NOTICE

I,

no

sewing

I

smashed

the

phone

St1 Vit. E.’

C,rnplete Lubi,c-Jtion

many annoying calls because of an

FOR

10th
and Sonia Clara

has

sale. Cheap. Phone 9511 and
Kelley

CY 2 0462

Flower
Shop

read:

machine

for Mrs.

Bakmas

Fourth

and

San

Fetnando

Across from Student

Union

R.
mait.
has

-been taken out. I have not been
carrying
Until

on

mins

yesterday

Mrs.

she

Kelley.

was

my

housekeeper.

There, see how easy it is Just
misplaced word, or even one
misspelled letter and the whole
meaning has been changed. Mis
takes will be made despite all human efforts.
We of the SPARTAN DAILY
one

Open at 1 P.M
Dino by Candlelight at flu

For All Your
enther

Ifs . . .

HOUSE OF PIZZA
RAVIOLI

Supplie .

DINNER---$1.10

395 Almaden Ave
CY 7-99011
Where You Get Your Mono ’s Worth-

S&S LEATHERS
73 F SAN FERNANDO St
D,rount wƒth ASS Cafd / .10 5 00

team pictures will be taken in the Men’s Gym
Team members are asked to bring their uniforms.

Varsity Gymnastic

he

at

7:45 p.m.

BRIDGE HOUND
makes contract with Jockey brand underwear

The

Everything

depended on

"Don’t know

what I’d do without

Jockey briefs,"

save Blackwood Gooch, who hasn’t moved
Peat
bridge table for 2k4 years.

from his

"I made a

at the

contract for comfort with Jockey long ago, and I’ve
been sitting pretty ever since."

the

next few seconds for if the flies
%sere disturbed in any was and
attempted flight, there la :mil
the slightest chance for a use-

enjoy that casual, comfortable at-ease

appearance

that comes from wearing Jockey briefs!

Better drop

able picture.

briefs

satisfied

4-3717

ads, and
lows:

Club.

"chimney."

making

’7 .

by liossuss

Home Economics Display
’Apple of Any Man’s Eye’

Soon they were swarming over
the cube eating. breeding and having a jolly good time, unconcerned about what was about to happen.
Click!and Stone had "shot"
the threesome
That’s how Stone took his picture and three contented flies

Sneak Snack or Breakfast

ear"

211.

box was quite complete
,nd yet not disgusting. Stone had Now for the flies!
problem cut out for him
The professor put three house
anxiously
Taking good clear pictures of flies into the box and
awaited the results At first the
the professor admits, is not
dipteras were frightened.
Itie easiest task.
rhe

For Special Occasions

Entered os second class matter April
24, 1934. at Son Jose, Culif , under
the on of March 3. 1879 Member
California Newspaper Publishots As
sociotion.
PUblished daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose state College
except Saturday and Sunday, during
the college year with one issue during
eoch fowl examination period.
Telephone- CYpress 4 6414-Editor.
lot. Ext. 210, Advertising Dept. Ext.

and this

By

KAI.I.rsit st

JIM

the process

Gimelli

the Yorktown En-

Spartan Daily

Maid, with dark
loth to ut off all light unee
Showing how fli,s t.
the hoK INAS closed. tie then
mnoying pests but carriers of , plated a tiny flashlight with
,ostamination anti disease is no
condeneing lens through art
Stone.
easy chore; but George E
i.pelting lit the side of the boy,
of photogra- near it sugar cube that had been
issociate professor
f,hy. came tip with a novel idea placed on a small stand earlier.
for illustration.
Directly above the rube he
An official of the State Public put a piece of stove pipe with
fealth Department asked the pro- the flashlight lying on It, forc(’5.5or to take a picture of flies
ing the light down through the
By

Ride
UNITED

article in

sale who resorted to the classified

Smith has one Singer

nothing fancy."

Stone Foils Flies

Service

6S6 Willow St. - Crate" 7.9942
Son Jo. 10, California
’
DAVE PCYA1

Bach-

They-re the apple of hi eye! The unusual dolls an display in the case
in the lower hall of the home economics building would be the apple of
ball courts. Walter Van Tilberg any man’s eye! 1.74/hy:’ Because the heads tt these dolls actually are
Clark, noted author of "The Ox-’ made of apples.
Bow Incident" and "Track of the
Mrs. Fred Fethkse of Orchard Road, Saratoga, designed and made the
Cat", will teach creative writing .dolls which have become ’collectcourses there next fall. The col- ors’ items. According to Miss Anlege also has been granted $125,na Loze, assistant professor of
177 by the Ford Foundation for home economics, the dolls have How Starfish Dine
closed circuit experiments in edubeen the subject of admiration
cational TV, and SFS women and discussion wherever they Is Zoologists’ Quest
ITHACA, N. Y.(UP)--Cornell
may now register into AFROTC have been on display. including
University zoologists are trying to
thanks to a departmental the Santa Clara County Fair.
; classes
find
out ?my a starfish sends its
to "glamorize the military."
! move
MADE OF APPLES
stomach out for dinner.
The City Police Department of
Prof John Anderson, head of
Washington, DC, recently reMiss Loze explained that the
ceived a breezy communication faces of the dolls are carved in the Cornell resean h project said
from a Michigan State student: fresh apples After about a year a hungry starfish grapples with a
"During the last week in March, the faces dry to the color and clam or oyster, then pushes its
around Easter, 1 plan to visit wrinkled appearance of the elder own stomach out through its
Washington, D.C. I do not know citizens in the doll community. mouth into the open shell. Digestanybody in or near Washington "They look like characters out ing a complete living dam In an
I am working my way through of story books," Miss Laze re- hour or two, the starfish pulls
its stomach back in, Anderson
college and can’t afford hotel ac- marked
Mrs Feusse uses large apples said.
commodations and I thought it
might be possible to stay in the for the heads, Rome Beauties or
jail a night or two. How’s the Stark’s Delicious, and they shrink
SJS student Preston Boomer has
weather there in March?"
to about one-fifth their original a home-made pipe organ in the
back yard of his home in San Jose
The
Deputy
size when dried.
The
facial
features
of the
Police Chief redolls are carved on the apple
read it and wet
his finger and
before
it Is dried. After being
looked hard at
pierced through the core with
stick,
the forecast for
a
the apple IIK left SI% to
March He sent
eight weeks to dehydrate and
the young man’s
then carving Is continued.
request to the
After standing for a year, the
Chapel Service will meet tomorrow at 9.30 a.m. in Memorial Chapel,
director of the apple has the appearance of tau- The Rev Thomas Simpson will be guest speaker.
,: man skin and is suitable for a
Department of
Christian Science OrganintIon
will hold a testimonial meeting
Corrections who
doll’s head.
tomorrow at 7:30 P.m. in College Chapel.
relayed it to an
The eyes a the dolls are made
administraof tiny beads and the hair is e Hillel will meet for games, dancing and the introduction of new
tive clerk The clerk pleaded the I real Old porcelain dishes are students tonight at 8 o’clock in Student y, 9th and Nan Antonio.
Hui 0 Kamaaina will meet tomorrow at 7 p m. in Student Union.
boy’l ease before the Board of I crushed to make the teeth in the
Ski Club will meet tomorrow at 7:30 p.m. in Room S-112. NominaTrade, and lost. She replied to apple figure. Bodies are made of
the student, in part: "ft is neces- nylon stockings padded on .eopper lions for to.xi year’s officer:: will he held
Social Affairs Committee will work on decorations for Wintermist
sary to advise you that we do not wire. and the little men and wofurnish board and room for cam- men are realistically clothed from at their meeting tomorrow at 2:30 p.m. in the Dugout.
pus wayfarers through Washing- underwear to miniature coats and
Spartan Spinners will meet tomorrow at 8 p m, at the YWCA.
ton."
hat,
Student Christian Council meets today at 4:30 p.m. in the Student
’Fri sigma will hear guest speaker Mrs. Florence Daily talk on the
Eastfield Home for Children Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in Men’s Faculty

PHIL RANDAllO’S
Mobileas

"WANTED:

elor professor desires cook; middle-aged, white, just plain fool,

Extra-Curricula

Bs VI’.( I el.itelN
An InFtructor In religion at
Texas Christian University pointed out last week that the author
of the gospel of John was a Christian and added, "Now I will proceed to show you that the writer
of John was not a Baptist" He
chuckled at his pun, but a latent
Baptist, from the back row,
wasn’t rejoicing. "You mean John
was able to be a Christian." he
countered, "even though he wasn’t
a Baptist?"

read:

a
their

sweet

tooth,

while

"picture". debut.

You don’t have to be ass chair-borne as Blackwood
into your dealer’s

to

soon ... buy a ’supply of Jockey

and T-shirte ... and feel as good as you look!

it’s In style to be comfortable... in
THESE THREE

LITTLE

FLIEs--harmless

as

they

Jockcy

appear--are

actually in the process of contaminating a small sugar cube. Soon
these flies sill breed

and leave

human consumption. Flies
Man.

Classics’

oiret

are being

are

underwear

their tartar, making sugar unfit for

the oorst disease (artier%

modal( it’d

throughout

to alleviate insect pollution of food.

known to

pest
phatalty_kitosta_
the valley In

mode ools by

Inc., Kenosha, Wisconsin

SJS Boxers, Cagers Full
Lose Weekend Tilts

From

in full swing tonight with a full I
Intramural director Charlie
slate of games set in the Int*
Hardy reports forfeits will be callpendent league First game, %ill ed if a team fails to show up with-

This Corner
Ih

l’t I

’Art at 6
..dernity
round

R MEMEL

Spartan Ring Team Beware
11 list weekend’s college boxing meets are any
Son
Jose State’s crack ring squad will have
plenty of rough moments tutor the 1956 eampaioi reaches a climax
Of Particular interest
a small story that came over the U.P. wire, giving the score of the
Idaho State-Oklahoma snatch, won by Idaho State, 7-1 Also of interest

indication.

was a short on the Louisiana State-Nevada meet, won by LS1.1, 6.3.
Idaho State’s easy victory over Oklahoma spelLs trouble for thi.
Spartans. Oklahoma has one of the most highly regarded squad,
The

Bengais made

mineemeat of the tough SOttfltI

Spartan Coach Julie Menendez reports Idaho State brs by far
the best &liege squad in the United States. San Jose News %ports
nriter Wes Mathis, a iong-tirne follower of college boxing, goes a
step further. Ile Calk Idaho State "the San Francisco Dons of col-

winning

A look at the lineup and one readily sees why Idaho State is rated
so high. Back in the fold are former NCAA heavyweight king Mike
(119).

At

168 pounds the Bengals have L. G. Neal who gave Max

Voshall a run for

his money last year.

Most impressive are the new-

comers Dave Abeyta (125) Walt Chepardson (132) and Ron Rail (147).
Spartans may remember -this trio from last year’s college freshman
tournament held in San Jose. They wiped out the field.
Don’t let Nevada’s loss fool you. Anytime an opposing team wins
three,bouts from LSU in Baton Rouge it is a major accomplishment.
Way dowif’in the summary of the A.P. story was the 139pound bout
where Nevada’s Keith Ernst scored a TKO over LSU’s Bobby F--eman

in the third

round. Freeman was last year’s

NCAA champion.

San Jose State and Nevada meet this Friday in Spartan Gym, and
ring fans can look forward to one of the best battles of the season.

Monday, febriarny 20, 1950

COP, Loyola Captute
Millets Flom State

be out to resume thee

ways

against Nevada OM

week.
The

win

State’s

bid for a second straight

by

Cal Poly

marre.1

, night when they travel to

Jose

to meet the Bulldogs
...lock
contest.

plays host to the in

Wolfpack of Nevada Ftiday night in the Spartan Gym.
Cal Poly lumped to a quick lea.i
over the Spartans, winning two oi

The

60-59,
s-tockt(sn as

the three opening bouts of the
night, and maintained that narrow margin

victories

for

Coach

high standards

The
in

letter

praises

COP for

axing IRrownfield

haying such fine,

Same with

and Bass.

Other

colleges

The Spartan Jimior Varsity recorded a 21.12-11/2 victory over the
Cal Poly J.V.’s in the four bout

Does the Green Squad Recruit?

preliminary. Stu Rubine and Carl

For those Spartans interested in some rock-em-sock-ern basketball Chatetensen registered
victories
we would recommend San Jose’s intramural cage league which opens while Pete Cisceros battled to a
draw. Jerry 1.11rkh lost his bout
on all fronts this afternoon in Snail= riiYtn.
Pre-season intereSi )iTs’IsIn high, but "from reports we hear, direc- by a decision.

tor

The

Charlie Hardy might as well call off the schedule and declare the

tion Art Powell as their coach and have lined up such notables as Mel

Sports Car Rally Slated TurIF
Saturday at Stanford ‘Ce01:1
intercollegiate Sports Car

Powell, Cleveland Greenfield,

rally will

Green

Squad champion.

According to Eli Gardner, member

squad, the Green squad is

of the

a cinch.

It seems the members of the club have recruited freshman sensa-

Hartnell

George Cobb, and Hal Boutte, former

ace, to perform.

When it was announced Art Powell was to be the coach, we

An

be held

Feb.

25 from

12 to 6 p.m. at Stanford, according to Tom Boardman, San Jose

decided San Diego .1.e. had been accusing the wrong people of re-

State

cruiting.

Boardman reports the rally will
start at Angell Field and will be

It now appears it might hae

been the Green

squad that

representative.

WFTKIND SCORES

COP 60, San Jose 59
Loyola 71, Son Jose 69
Spartans interested to contact him Loyola 56 Santo Clara 49
the championship yet."
by calling Yorkshire 7-2464 after COP 70, Pepperchne 57
Gardner reports the name Green squad comes from a system used
1 o’clock. Entries must be in by Fresno St. 53, Pepperdine 76
in football practice where the squads are nemed-aeeording-to--color.
Thursday.
San Francisco 74, St. Mary’s 63
made

the lucrative

Powell is

offers

to Powell.

However, Gardner denies

eating high and fancy. Ile continents,

We haven’t won

175 miles in length. He urges all

want to scare

the other fellows off."

Apparently Director Hardy thought differently because he gave
the Green squad a bye in today’s action. Says Hardy, "We wanted to
make the best showing during the first night."

Three SJS Skiers
Through for Year
By

CLARK BIGGS

What chances SJS might

Dr.
have

Edwards

ing two pool recordS in the process,
Friday afternoon in Spartan pool.

has been

highly
Price and
Price entered all

impressed with Jerry

had for a successful skiing season Don Bickford.
four events at the Winter Carnival
were shattered over the semester
vpcation when three of the top and was 16th in overall competimembers of the ski team were tion.
The next competition for the
knocked out for the season. Kep
team is itt he the Tesidder MeState’s
best
potential
Kaneda,
morial at Badger Pass In Yosemskier, chipped bons in both anite Feb. 24, 25, and 26. They
kles in a fall at Squaw Valley.
will compete against Stanford,
Dave Franceschini, top prospect
Modesto. sierra College of AuIn the dovsmhill, broke his ankle
burn and probably California.
While practicising at Sun Valley
March 3 and 4 Sierra will sponThen. last week Dick Larson
sor a meet at Tunnel Mountain
fell in the downhill race at the
near Cisco Grove in which all
Reno Whiter Carnival, sufferstate colleges and junior colleges
ing a compound fracture of his
with teams will compete plus Cal,
leg. He fell on a course on achich
Stanford and Nevada. Separate
broken
their
four persons had
competition will be held in the
before.
legs the day
three divisions with
San Jose
Doug Fox, as usual, coritinues favored in the slate college divito be the steadiest and most de- sion.
pendable performer on Dr. Gordon Edwards’ team.
_

Two Track Teams
Receive Sponsors
received

sponsors,

according

to

Foreign Coaches
Will Attend Clinic
Five

coaches from

four

coun-

Bud Winter, Spartan spike mentor,
Pi Kappa Alpha and Delta Gam-

tries have accepted invitations to
the first annual International
ma will co-sponsor one team while Track and’Field Clinic, Jane 11-14
Sigma Chi and a sorority to be at Berkeley it was announced by
designated later will support another team. This leaves three
teams unsponsored for the March
2 event.
The five team captains are Lang
Stanley. Art Hiatt, Don Hubbard,
Jim Hushaw and Ray Goodwin.

Club of Sacramento. First event
will start at 7:30 o’clock.
New pool records were turned
In by Stanford’s Doug Acker.
mann in the 100-yard freestyle
and Colber Wilbur in the 200sard breastroke. Ackermann was
timed in :52.0 breaking the old
mark of :52.5 set by J. M. McCarthy of Treasure Island Navy
last year. Wilbur’s time of 2:29.4
Is believed to be the fastest clocking for
stroke.

the

orthodox

breast-

The meet wasn’t as close as the
score indicated. Stanford forfeited
the diving, giving the Spartans
eight easy points, arid the Indian
400-yard freestyle
relay quartet
was disqualified after scoring an
easy victory when second man,

Carver Nixon, jumped the gun.
Backstroker Stan McConnell was
Winding up the season will be the only Spartan actually to win
the Vanderbilt
Cup at Squaw a first place McConnell came with
Valley March 16 and 17. At this five-tenths of the school record in
time qualification for the’ NCAA the ’200-yard backstroke and scored
competition will he held

Two squ ..1
th. Annual interclass Track and Field Meet have

San Jose State will return to action again tomorrow night when
it plays host to Arden Hills Swim

Bud Winter., San Jose track coach
who is chairman of the meet
The four eountrin are
Germany. Canada. Puerto Rico

West

and Mexico Best known coach
Is Toni Nett, West Germany, who
Will be a Welker

...,ƒƒ-...-.ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ--ƒƒ-

at the Mak%

a five yard victory over Stanford’s
Ron Grunt in 2:25.5.
Closest Race of the afternoon
Was the 50-yard freestyle where
only two yards separated Stan-

I tsp, Corbin
I 2,29.3.

Critchfleld,

tSJl.

DEATH VALLEY

to

Is Still Open

go, the Lions moved into a 68-65,
lead. John Erceg tossed in two
to cut it

to 68-67

but Tom Donahue sank a free
throw for Loyola. With a little
more than one minute to
in

Tuition $15.00

go

the game, Erceg hit a nice jump
shot to tie it, 69-69.
The Lions, however. successfully stalled out the clock on a I
Salvino went In and scored on a

Time

One Semester Unit of
Science Credit given

Jump shot as the gun sounded
for the victory.
Salvino scored 20 for high point
Ereeg led the Spartans
with 15, followed by Diaz with 13.
San
Jose’s
Freshman
five
honors

Register at

eclipsed the shoot scoring record
In the preliminary. dumping Hartnett College, 88-56. The varsity

ROOM 100
SCIENCE BUILDING

points on 11 fielders in 14 attempt.
and 4-for-4 :,t the free thro,
line.

IVY-LEAGUE KHAKIS
at Mosher’s by Angeles
Buckle on Back
in

khaki, white, block

495

Peggers

Extra
cunicidar
activities

Charcoal, Mint

IN
The Campus Quarter

TUXEDO
SHOP

Ph.

(upstairs)

CY3-7420

Commis Slack

it

SAN JOSE STATE

mosher’s for men

THE

1st. St

The Preferred

’450

extra strain

84 So.

.

White, Oatmeal,

need not
place an

rent your
formal attire
at

rnedly-11,ton

S.;

Registration for

FORMAL
WEAR

best ever.

indoriduol

e

RENT

socially-and
thrifty, too-

200 yard

40-1 .-

go.

tries

West

DRY CLEANERS
BACHELOR LAUNDRY SERVICE
25 - 29 SO. THIRD STREET
CYpress 2-1052

fouled out with five minutes to

charity

COST

SMART COLLEGE MEN

Nixon was timed in :24.0, while
Threlfall’s :24 0 clocking was his

200-yard freestyle-Moore IS). Ortelne
(S), ICCondless (S1), Tin. 2 16.5.
SO-yord freestyle- Nixon IS), Gay ISI.
Threlfull IS& Trate 24 0

Lions led

EXTRA

Gadfin

daret. However, in the second
half, Gil Egeland held Salvino to
one basket until the Spartan star

to

on your
budget. Be
correct

300-yeitel
medley
relay-Stanford
(Pont, Miller, Clements). Son loot Srat.
Ton 3 000.

two tic

the load rhangIng

visiting

San Jose State.
100.yord
hoostyloAckermann
(S),
Kolvisto ISA, Cooney IS), Time ,S2.0
(now pool record, old mark 57 5 set
by J. M. McCarthy of Treasur Island in
1955).
200-yard backstroliMcConnell )Si),
Grunt (S), Wood 013 Time 2 25.5.
eke-Wilbur IS),
"2000.-yore
Tuve
Hines (S), C.O.. (11), Time 2 29.4
(new pool record for orthodox breast,t,440-yard
freestyleSwien (S), Devine
(S), Jund 15.15), Time S 13 0
400-yard freestyle relaySan Jose
State 114,1vIste, Henning, McCandless,
Threlfaill, no time Stanford )Goy,
Ackermann, Moore) won In 3 33 9 but
was disqualified
Divingforfeit

ford’s
Nixon
from
San
Jose’s
third place finisher Dick Threlfall

THU SUMMARY

.serjhati

Don Woods was the big gun
for the Spartababes, scoring 211

Spartan Swimmers Lose
To Tough Stanford, 52-32’
Stanford’s powerful swimming
team chalked up an easy, 52-32,
victory over San Jose State, break-

t It

scored 87 against Pepperdine earlier this season.

For example, gold is the best team, followed by red and blue. Green
is the rock bottom. Gardner says green was chosen "because we didn’t

NO

free tosses with four minutes

RFSUTTS
Boling: Cal Poly 4%., San Jose 31/2.
Eyssketballi COP 60, San Jose 59,
Loyola 71, San Jose 69
SwImatIng Sionfort1 57, San Jomi 32.
TODAY’S EVENTS
Nano scheduled.
CIA STANDINGS
W L
PT
PA
90 636 464
’ 4 1105 792
a
74 700 703
St. May
64 670 5116
Son Jose
7 5 743 693
Santa Clara
4 6 570 5115
Fresno Si.
2 II 671 759
Popperdine
O 13 11132 1013

league according to Charley Wallgrim, Red Sox scout

Watch window for weekly special

After Fred Niemann of SJS
knotted the game at 65-65 on two

Scoreboard

Jack Shaw.

should look to (’OP as an example, it stated. Enough said.

He Will

be assigaied-te-Bonton’s--Lalayete,
het club in the Class D Midwest

r

at halftime due mainly to the
16-point effort of Tom Salvino
and the 10 points of Dave Bens-

stopped by Bob Cow. Jim Tormey
was TKO’d by Mustang big gun.

ot academic deficiencies

In by 900- Out at 5’03

on

hands nine times and the score
being deadlocked six times.

MAX VOSHALL
. . . NCAA King Wins

Brady dropped out of school at
the end of the semester because

All Dry CloaningLaundry Servic

Loyola and the Spartans battled nip-and-turk the whole

Chuck Alexander, and Art Lambert joined a fairly select group when
they were knocked for a loop by the grades at the end of last semes- decisions over their opponents.
In the most exciting bout of the
ter. Already in the group are such notables as COP’s Dick Bass and
night, Spartan Welvin Stroud and
Don Brownfield, Indiana’s Milt Campbell, NCAA and AAU high hurFrank Louduca battled to a draw
dles champ; and Iowa’s Charles "Deacon" Jones, NCAA cross country
that had the crowd on its feet
champ and holder of times of 4:11 4 and 9:14.4 for the mile
for most of the toe to toe action.
and two mile races. So it seems the Spartan quartet is in pretty exInother bouts, San Jose’s Al Acclusive company.
curso and Vic Rapazzini were deLaugh of the week on the scholastic deficiencies situation was
cisoned by their Cal Poly oppona letter to the editor appearing in a recent copy of the San Franents, and Jack Montgomery was

Ilse Boston Red Sox last week.

sive performance. Saturday night

scores.

Voshall knocked out tough Rudy

Pete Brady, who was a reserve
ofi this season’s Spartan basketball team, signed a contract with

&din Thomas at !
1/ave Davis put ors a great often

coulchi’t collie

Brooks in the second round, and
t’ulian and Ratkovich pounded out

Brady Signs Pact

L.

added 22 for the Tigers Friday
COP led all the way as San Jost.

Julie

Men’, Gym

rught

Thomas dunked in 23 and Davi-

ished.

From this corner it appears Spartans Pete Brady, Joe Barrington,

8.

nipped

Fria,

Loyola edged SJS, 71-69,
final second bucket.

tor ƒ ictory.

’oshall. Al
San Jose’s Max
Julian and Mel Ratkovich scored

Spartan.; were

in the

Home Economics Bldg.
Seventh and San Antonio
OPEN 11-30 - 1- 30 DAILY

Fresh

in an

office

Fine Foods at Prices
You Can Afford

Coach
Walt
McPhersor ’
charges will attempt to move ha..
: into the top bracket tomore.,

since 1941.

in lo minutes following its scheduled time Complete schedule, may
ha picked up from the secretaryi

COLLEGE CAFETERIA

over the weekend to College
Pacific and Loyola.

victory, and marked the first time
the Spartans have been beaten
by a California collegiate team
San

in the Men’, G)ni
league opens its initomorrow afternoon.

Fot lunch (it the

San Jose State’s cagersoslippisi
mto the seeond division of It
California Basketball Assn. rr.
:ƒfter dropping two heartbreakei

Mendenez’s squad. all keeping
their 1956 win record unblem-

Ex-Spartans in Exclusive Group

ciseo Examiner.

3

Spartans
Tumble
To Fifth

Mittmen Face Nevada
In Friday Encounter
but will

Inter-Mountain Tourney at Pocatello.

Dan Axtrnan (139) and Dave McCullom

SPARTAN DAILY

Spartan boxers fell to Cal Poly
in a close 4 L2 -31.2 decision Friday.

lege boxing." We hope the Spartans are able to du better against
the Bengals than they did against the Done The too teams meet
March 2 3 along pith Washington State and Michigan State in the

McMurtry and PCI champs

Mustangs
Decision
San Jose

30

Week’s Schedule
Monday Feb 20
6 30 Tau Dells vs. Slip Sticks
6 30Outcasts vs Alpha Phi Omega
7 30-06*(6 vs. Nemo Fes
7 30-11eormes vs Tit* Berebers
30Clugout Dandies vs. Tapp* Nv
Keg
20Sprvets so. ele N. Alpha
30-1himens vs. Phi Epsilon Kopp.
9 30Sporto Chi vs. IFT
Tuesday, Feb. 21
4 00-0e1ta Sigma Phi vs Theta XI
4O0-Delta Upsilon ys Theta CAI
S 00-Koppo A !oho vs Sienna NY

Editor)
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!akcitbe,, in Mural Cage
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Alpha Phi Omega Student Y Director Cal Prof To Give High Fidelity
Dual Controls Placed To Hold First Rush 1Tells of Successful Talk on Computer Demonstration
Discussion Meeting
Tuesday
4

SPARTAN DAILY

Monday, February 20, 1956

On SJS Safety Car

l’refefisor D I I Lehmer, chairman of University of California
Mathematics Department. will
speak Tuesday night at 7:30
o’clock in the Engineering Auditorium on the subject, "Conversations with a Computer "
Professor Lehmer is well known
for his research on the theory of
numbers, and for his work with
electronic computing devices and
their application to the approximate solution of mathematical
problems.
The professors talk Is part of
the visiting lectureship program
sponsored by the Mathematical
Association of America

Persons interested in joining
Alpha Phi Omega, national servlee fraternity, are invited to attend its initial rushing function
Tuesday night at 8 o’clock in the
Student Union
Principles and projects of the
fraternity will be explained at this
time.
Gene Wolf, rushing publicity
chairman. said the fraternity has
been responsible for many improvements on campus, including
surfacing of the parking lots, operating the student book exchange
and other school aervic,es.

A discussion’ was held on the
subject of The Christian Student
in a World m Revolt." at the
The installation 1 dual driver controla on the safety car used in
Student Ys Wednesday night
driver training has been completed, according to Ralph C. Bohn, as
meeting. reports the Rev. James
truant professor of industrial arts.
Martin. executive director of "Y".
The safety car is used in Ed 192, Driver Education. The course is
"None of the world’s problems
designed to prepare teachers for the Driver Education programs in
were solved," the Rev. Martin
high schools.
said "but students left the disThere are two prerequisite.- for the course First, a valid California
cussion with more awareness of
state driver’s license is needed
the problems and more of an idea
and secondly, the course is open
on the student’, individual respononly to education majors Those
sibilities m solving them."
!
who already have a teaching creThe audience heard several
dential may take Ed. 192 and Ed
students who had been to the
Staff
191. Safety Education, and v. II
Student Volunteer Movement
receive a Driver Education teai’.
Conference In Athens. Ohio, talk
irig credential upon convict!,
:al a panel. and then broke pp
of the courses.
into smaller discussion groups.
Representatives from tr...ls audio
Each student in Ed 192 is re’ finally assembling for a gene, ’
The
i
ollege
Calendar
Commit_,.
visual staff will present An Ex- quired to teach at least one nonu1SCLI,SIMI
Sƒtli
SLite tt .0. hers
periment on the Use of Closed Cir- driver to drive well enough to I tee, headed by Dean of Women
attended a joint meeting of the
cult Television in the Treatment pass the California state driver’s Helen Dimmiek, held its second
American Chemical Society and
of the Mentally Ill" at the Western’ test The dual control car is used 1 dmee ting of the school year Tues.
the Pacific Southwest Association
ay
Radio and Television Conference for this part of the course.
of
Chemistry Teachers at Fresno
in San Francisco Thursday.
According to Miss Dimmick. the
Each student also is required
State College over the past weekDr. Richard Et Lewis, head ot
Committee is working to coordiend.
the audio visual service will dem.; t serve on one of several com- nate lectures, concerts and similar
Pi Omega
honorary business
Representing SJS were Dr.
onstrate an interview technique mittees that discuss safety pro- affairs with student activities for education fraternity. will sponsor
Benjamin F. Naylor, Dr Bert M.
with Mrs Gaither Lee Martin, au. grams One such committee now the next school year. Next meet- its annual dinner
at
Fremont
cho visual staff member, who will is investigating the possibility of ing of the group will be Feb. 28. Union High School March 1, at Morris, Robert W Richardson, and
take the part of a mentally ill setting up a college-wide safety
Leroy Spitz.
Serving on the committee, in 6:30 p oh . according to Bennie
’ test prog-ram. This program. if
patient.
Dr Glen Seaborg. University
addition
hi
Mi.as
Hinlergardt,
publicity
chairman.
Dimmick,
who
Dr, Lewis also %roll speak on the approved, would enable San Jose
of California atomic energy exrepresents
the
Activities
Office,
The
dinner
will
be
open
to
all
use of television for training in Stale students to bring their cars
, pert, was guest speaker. ,
education. and Mrs. Martin will to the industrial arts auto shop are Joe H. West, deansof educa- business education majors. Guests
Saturday meetings consisted of
tional
services,
representing’
lecwill
be
the
business
teachers
of
present a summary of SJS’s pro- and have the lights, brakes and
joint conferences discussing pros’
tures, and delegates of the fine Santa Claia Valley.
visa] for future research in closed other items checked.
and cons of summer chemistry
arts, the physical education decircuit television.
Reservations .for the affair will workshops at colleges and univerpartment, AWS itncl student pw- have to be in by Friday, Feb. 24, sities, Dr. Naylor said
the
Mr. Charles H. R. Over of
vrnment.
audio visual staff. will explain the
at the Business Division office
studio setup and the purpose of
The price is $1.50.
elosed circuit television.
The guest speaker is Weaver
A motion picture of experiments
Meadows, College of Mario inThe major presentation at the
in closed circuit TV, which S.IS
structor.
conducted at Agnew State Hospi- San Jose Symphony concert Saturday. will be by the contempotal. recently, will be shown
Co-operating organizations in this rary modernist Paul Hindemith.
Sixteen foreign students repre
demonstration, are Agnew State The concert will be at 830 p.m.
renting seven countries were
Hospital. SJS audio visual service in the Civic Auditorium. Admisla5.-f San Jose State gradTr.ree
guests of the San .lose Rotary Club
center and KAYLAB, a television sion is free.
uates, who were commissioned in
last Wednesday, at the club’s InHindemith will play excerpts the Regular Army, have succes: equipment company from San
from the Hindemith Opera "Mathis
ternational Luncheon. The limchDiego.
fully completed service coursi
eon drew more than 260 persons,
der Mahler."
Col. John E Rogers. professor 0:
SIOUX FALLS, S.D.,-(UP)--- according to Mrs. Dorothy HutchGuest artist will be Ozan Marsh. military science and tactics, anAn Indian mother took her chil- ! ings, publicity chairman. Also atpianist, in his first local appear- nounced today.
dren to the movies to see their tending the confab were Floyd
011CC. He will play "Concerto in E
Sam Yates was graduated first dead father conic to life. only to Greenleaf and Phillip Persky, IanFlat Major.’’
in his class at the Guided Missle die once more before their eyes. ; guare clinic instructors.
School at Fort Bliss, Texas; Win
Roger Yeu, ISO president, was
Mrs. Wallace Millard, 25, travelDahl was graduated from the In- led 300 miles from the Sioux In- introduced to Rotary members In
fantry School at Fort Benning, dian reservation at Rose Bud, S.D, - Peter Chung, chairman of the proA cover contest for Reed. cam- Ga : and Norvin Green was grad- to say a last goodbye to her hus- gram Yeu spoke to the group apus literary magazine. will be held , uated from the Artillery School band. She brought a 2-week-old bout the relationship of ISO to
’ in Miss Marian Moreland’s coin- at Fort Sill, Okla.
daughter and a 2-year-old son and the community.
mercial art class, according to Miss
Yates currently is stationed in left two older children at home. f The program was highlighted by
Julia Bolton, handling publicity Germany while Green has been
5 years ogo this picture would
It was a great adventure for two Japanese songs. sung by Toni
for this year’s magazine
, assigned to Fort Lewis, Wash
hoe been CENSORED’
the children, particularly 2-year- Ifirota, Stunio Yonemoto, Takeshi
The student whose cover is used
old Coco, who had a major role i Okumura, and Jon Okada. l’eter
’ will receive a $10 prize, according
in the Western Movie "The Last I Chung gave a Japanese solo.
to Miss Bolton.
hunt.’
The Rol-Poly boy laughed,
Starring
pointed his finger, and said "CoAcademy Award Winners
co. Coco," whenever he was on
the screen. He didn’t notice his
GLENN FORD - DONNA REED
father, playing the bit part of
-Now it can be shownNorthern California World av;,r an Indian brave.
II and Korean veterans, whoi,c
For the mother. it was different.
Miss Pearl F Clark, assistant homes were damaged in the rains She saw her husband die last Jan.
director of Chaney College in On- and floods beginning last Jan 14. LI when his car went over a 150AHEATRE
tario, will be on campus Wednes- may be eligible for special aid. foot embankment near Parmelee,
day to interview former students .1. Glenn Corbitt, Manager of the S.D. Now, he was watching him
Veterans Administration San Fran- die again.
now attending State.
400 SOMMTST.
CYPRUS 4 5544
cisco Regional Office, announced
The young mother became tense
Students
are
asked
to
make
an
Rood Show Engagoment
when Millard appeared on the
appointment in Room 118 to talk today.
PPICES
Administrator
A letter from the
screen for the first time in hi,
with Miss Clark.
Wad. Days
i
SAT-SUN
, of the Housing and Home Finance brief role. She put her hand
TI 11 75, ’tƒI 4 $1
Gen Ada..
Agency to the Administrator of her facer
Ah.. 4 11 25
$1.25
Veterans Affairs disclosed tha
Then. an the screen, actor
AMERICA’S ’YIN MUSICAL
the President has amended his de- Robert Taƒlor shot her husband.
THE PICTURE or THE YEAR’
, claration of Dec. 23. 1955. which As he died in make.believe, Mrs.
established certain parts of North- Millard slumped back in her seat
1 ern California as a major disaster and became almost limp.
FOR RENT
, area, to include the additional
The forlorn Indian family easily
CINENASCOPI ..11 COLOR
Room for men students. $20 per damage done by the January stole the show from a bevy of
storms.
Hollywood
actors which had armonth. 406 S. I Ith St.
_
The Federal National Mortgage rived for the premiere of the
Roo-in three bedroom house Association will exercise its spas- movie
TOWNE
,upied by men students Call eta, assistance functions provided
Coco drew more applause than
Alt DISNEY SHOW
in Section 305 of the National actors Stewart Granger and Russ
amended, for the Tamhlyn. Granger took the scene
/,..-onis for rent, kitchen pm- Housing Act, as
VA- stealing in good grace, picking up
,
riff street parking 417 purchase of FlIA-in.sured and
guaranteed mortgages to these dis- Coco and presenting Mrs Millard
.. San Antonio. or call CY7-4468.
"STORMYictirns
with a cholarship for the hov
aster
, out, boarders $441. Family style,
133fitS 9th S

SJS Audio-Visual
Gives Closed
TV Experiment

Calendar To Be Made
By College Committee

SJS Chemistry Profs
Attend Weekend Meet

Pi Omega Pi Holds
Dinner March 1

Coming Symphony
Stars Hindemith
SJS Graduates
Complete Army
Service Schools

Foreign Students
Attend Luncheon
Of Rotary Club

Sioux Tribe Steps Out;
Indians Steal Premiere
From Hollywood Stars

Show Slate

Art Class Holds Contest

Alpha Gamma, SJS art circle,
will sponsor a detailed demonstration th high fidelity tomorrow at
p m. in the Speech and Drama
Building’s College Theatre.
The demonstration will utilize
new Ampex BeManual equipment.
The club cordially invites interested students to attend. Admission
to the demonstration is free, according to Marge Stanton.

Bids End Rushing

Sno-Man
SNACK BAR
HOT MEALS DAILY
1,c1
Hot and Cold Sandwichs

Polish Sausage
Spring semester rushing was cliExtra Large Hot Dogs
limited yesterday when sorority
Hamburgers
bids were picked up during the
morning in the Catholic Women’s
Large Variety of Salads
Center. A list of the pledges will
featured at our Cold Counter
appear in tomorrow or Wednes
day’s edition of the Daily.
A place where good people
All houses held final parties ! congregate for good food.
Saturday afternoon and evening.’
(Opposite Men’s Gym)
Presents will be held Friday, !
March 9 from 8 to 10:30 p.m.

To Answer Your Questions About

... ENGINEERING FOR
MAJOR CONSTRUCTION

*WORLD WIDE DESIGNERS. ENGINEERS AND CONSTRUCTORS

DEAN W. TOWNSEND
will be at the University Placement Of fice

February 23
morning and afternoon
Mr.Townsend will interview Graduating Seniors
(M.S. and B.S. degrees) in CIVIL, CHEMICAL.
ELECTRICAL and MECHANICAL Enginearing

STUDIO

"RANSOM"

GUYS AND
DOLLS ’

-African

*Bechtel Corporation designs arid b.iiids Petroleum Refiner.es, ChenIteat
Generation and DrstributionFacrlitres, Pipe Lines. AtOrmt (refry
Installations, Mines, Metolturgical Plants, Dams, Waterfront Developments.
Plants, Poser

V.A. Tells of Plans
Pearl E. Clark, Chaffey Change In Flood
Destruction Aid
Assistant Director,
On Campus Wednesday

CLASSIFIEDS

on

4,74EirAgEZAW
.4"ANEWAINE 4C17A41174IV)

1

. SARATOGA

THE McCONNELL STORY’

325 month, rooms for boy-s,
kitchen privileges, linen, 561 S.
;th St

TRACK OF THE CAT.’

Vacancy in apartment for one
.;r1 385 E. San Fernando St.

Ally.,

Prober,

- AIon

Ladd

PAOchum

,

MAYFAIR
RANDOLPH

Scott

"Lawless Street"
"Kiss Me Deadly’.

EL RANCHO

"Artists and Models"
-QUEEN BEE

CALIFORNIA
WALT

DISNEY S

"Littlest Outlaw"
Two Gun Lady

UNITED ARTISTS
GIGANTIC

-HELEN OF TROY"
74-Hour Alert"
JACK Mel

Furnished apartment with a!’
facilities for three or four me’:
.943 S. 10th St. CY5-9667.
FOR MALE

HOLIDAY DRAWING
WIN 1000 CASH
or a free trip for two to Bermuda
Alaska, Hawaii, Mexico or New York

Let a tennis pro help you in
-electing a tennis relict for your, :f. New or used. Dink Clark’s
l’r.nnis Shop, Corner 6th and Sari
arlos.

REGISTER HERE

For sal;, ’50 Ford convertible,
-ew top, white sidewalls, Radio
...id heater Excellent condition
Alf UN 73454 after 5 p.m.

BE HERE every Tuesday Noon at 12:30

ANY TIME

Home for sale, 3 bedroom FHA,
z ;00 Down, $50 a mil plus T&I
I-2277, 10260 Meadow Lane. Buy
!leaner than rent. Going into soy0 Stan Wooten (1955 Grad.)
stude. ’47 Comm. R&D, OD, Ni
,odor-$196. Plym. ’48 (lb.
HAM. $225. Both clean. 46 S. 71
St, Apt 5.

February 22, 1956
Pawing has many pointiona open for graduating nod graduate students.
These opportunities are in all branches of Engineering (AE, CE, EE, ME

and related fields). Also needed are Physicists and Mathematicians with
advanced degrees.
Fields of activity include 1)ertign. Research arid Production. Your choice
(If location: Seattle, Washington or Wichita, Kansas.
Personal interviews will cover the details of openings, the nature of
assignments, Company projects currently in work, and miscellaneous information about the Company.
Como and learn about the excellent opportunities with an outstanding
Engineering organization - deaigners and builders of the 13-47 and 13-62
Bombens: America’a first Jet Tranaport, the 707;
anti the Bomare IM-99 Pilotleas Aircraft

For personal interview appointments-consult yvvar
PLACEMENT OFFICE

WANTED
Want single male student to
change work for apartment and
utilities Must have ear Days call
Cy 5-0215. Evenings call CI 8-4988.
Phi Mu Sorority needs noon-time
hasher. Interested men please con.,
tact Mrs. Attebery.
2.0697.

WILL CONDUCT PERSONAL INTERVIEWS
ON CAMPUS

HOLIDAY DRIVE-IN
4th & SAN FERNANDO
(Across from college)

STS.

ISPEZA4G.4/AWL AlAfE 4G-47/11 .07.4A
_sw-m- psitAcw,,-.1

a.

